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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to ensure that users can log in to an application and
save user profile information.
Which type of test should you create?
A. Feature test
B. Regression test
C. White box test
D. Unit test
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are currently in the process of allocating resources to
develop component proposals, authorizing components to expend
resources and to communicate portfolio decisions. What do you

expect as outputs of this process?
A. Portfolio Updates, Portfolio Strategic Plan updates,
Portfolio Reports, Organizational Process Assets update,
Portfolio Process Assets update
B. Portfolio Updates, Portfolio Management Plan updates,
Portfolio Reports, Organizational Process Assets update,
Portfolio Process Assets update
C. Portfolio Updates, Portfolio Management Plan updates,
Portfolio Reports, Organizational Process Assets update
D. Portfolio Updates, Portfolio Management Plan updates,
Portfolio Reports, Portfolio Process Assets update
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
You are in the Authorize Portfolio process. The answer to this
question is Portfolio Updates, Portfolio Management Plan
updates, Portfolio Reports, Portfolio Process Assets update

NEW QUESTION: 3
To reduce the risks associated with accepting e-mail responses
to requests for confirmation of accounts
receivable, an auditor most likely would:
A. Examine subsequent cash receipts for the accounts in
question.
B. Mail second requests to the e-mail respondents.
C. Request the senders to mail the original forms to the
auditor.
D. Consider the e-mail responses to the confirmations to be
exceptions.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Choice "A" is correct. E-mail responses to requests for
confirmations of accounts receivable present a
problem to the auditor, since the sender might not be as
requested and the content might be altered. To
reduce these risks, the auditor should request the senders to
mail the original forms to the auditor.
Choice "B" is incorrect. Examination of subsequent cash
receipts might be an acceptable alternative
procedure, but it would not reduce the risks associated with
accepting e-mail responses to requests for
confirmations of accounts receivable.
Choice "C" is incorrect. Since the e-mail responses may be
valid responses, the auditor should not
consider them to be exceptions.
Choice "D" is incorrect. Mailing second requests to the e-mail
respondents would not be necessary, since
the sender did receive and respond to the first request.
Requesting that the original confirmation be

returned is a more likely response.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Contoso, Ltd., uses Azure websites for public-facing customer
websites. The company has a mobile app that requires customers
sign in by using a Contoso customer account.
Customers must be able to sign on to the websites and mobile
app by using a Microsoft, Facebook, or Google account. All
transactions must be secured in-transit regardless of device.
You need to configure the websites and mobile app to work with
external identity providers.
Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
A. Build an app by using MVC 5 that is hosted in Azure to
provide a framework for the underlying authentication.
B. Request a certificate from a domain registrar for the
website URL, and enable TLS/SSL.
C. Configure OAuth2 to connect to an external authentication
provider.
D. Configure the KerberosTokenProfile 1.1 protocol.
E. Configure IPsec for the websites and the mobile app.
Answer: A,B,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
DE: This tutorial shows you how to build an ASP.NET MVC 5 web
application that enables users to log in using OAuth 2.0 with
credentials from an external authentication provider, such as
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Microsoft, or Google.
A:
* You will now be redirected back to the Register page of the
MvcAuth application where you can register your Google account.
You have the option of changing the local email registration
name used for your Gmail account, but you generally want to
keep the default email alias (that is, the one you used for
authentication). Click Register.
* To connect to authentication providers like Google and
Facebook, you will need to set up IIS-Express to use SSL.
Reference:
http://www.asp.net/mvc/overview/security/create-an-aspnet-mvc-5
-app-with-facebook-and- google-oauth2-and-openid-sign-on
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